Breville
Kinetix Twist
Blender
Featuring a contoured blade and bowl system, Breville's
Kinetix Twist Blender lets you enjoy a seamless,
smooth, lump-free blending experience. It offers onetouch programs, making it easy to crush ice and make
delectable smoothies without breaking a sweat. It also
incorporates a convenient Kinetix Blade System, which
enables powerful blending, crushing, folding, aerating,
and chopping. Key Features Enjoy the maximum
performance with less noise as the Twist Blender packs
in a heavy-duty metal base, an innovative blade design,
and a 546Whigh torque motor. To suit various blending
needs, this Breville Kinetix Twist Blender integrates four
different speed settings. Create delectable cocktails
using this Breville Kinetix Twist Blender’s citrus cone lid.
Extract juices from fruits, limes, or lemons right on top
of the blender and mix it using this appliance’s
innovative blade system to produce velvety cocktails
and delicious smoothies. It features a one-touch
versatility feature which includes three pre-programmed
buttons– Instant Smoothie, Green Smoothie, and Ice
Crush. Now creating delicious healthy drinks is easier
than ever! Great for sharing with family and friends, it
comes with a BPA-free Tritan Jug that can hold up to
1.5L of delicious blends. It integrates a Kinetix Bowl and
Blade System that utilises a set of central and widesweeping blades, perfect for effectively drawing down
the ingredients to deliver creamier smoothies. The Tight
Fitting Breville Assist Lid comes with a ring pull design,
making it easy to remove after blending. It also helps
secure the attachments by sealing them tight during
blending. Thanks to its illuminated buttons, you'll be
able to easily access its speed settings, power, cancel,
and pulse functions. It also comes with an LCD display
that indicates the speed settings and the chosen preprogrammed setting for smooth operations. When used

in conjunction with the Vac Q vacuum pump (sold
separately), you can create flavourful recipes of
smoothies, spreads, dips, soups, shakes, and more.
This Breville Blender also comes with 10 complimentary
recipe cards, allowing you to try out various delectable
ice lollies, marinades, smoothies, and dips. *Note:
Please take care when handling or manoeuvring around
the blades or disc’s as they may be sharp.

Features
All Product Details

Brand

Breville

Product Type
Model
Number
Colour

Blender
BBL405
Stainless Steel

Mixer, Blender and Food Processor Features

Number of Speed
Settings

4

Home Appliance Display Features

Display
Type

LCD Display

Kitchen Appliance Power Features

Wattage/Voltage

546 Watts, 220 - 240 Volts

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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